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Theories and Theorems (Common Theories and Laws of Physics Explained)Bentham
Science Publishers
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue "Harmonic Oscillators In Modern
Physics" that was published in Symmetry
How do things work? What makes up matter? How large is the universe? The answer
to these questions lies in understanding physical phenomena: mechanics, electricity,
magnetism, optics and many other phenomena can be explained through theories in
physics. Indeed, progress in physics has been crucial for mankind’s technological
progress. Theories and Theorems is an introductory handbook that gives readers a
simple explanation of the laws of physics and presents these concepts in a way that
stimulates people to think about the how-and-why of this physical world, in which we
live.
The research and debates surrounding curriculum, pedagogy and assessment are evergrowing and are of constant importance around the globe. With two volumes containing chapters from highly respected researchers, whose work has been critical to
understanding and building expertise in the field – The SAGE Handbook of Curriculum,
Pedagogy and Assessment focuses on examining how curriculum is treated and
developed, and its impact on pedagogy and assessment worldwide. The Handbook is
organised into five thematic sections, considering: · The epistemology and methodology
of curriculum · Curriculum and pedagogy · Curriculum subjects · Areas of the curriculum
· Assessment and the curriculum · The curriculum and educational policy The SAGE
Handbook of Curriculum, Pedagogy and Assessment’s breadth and rigour will make it
essential reading for researchers and postgraduate students around the world.
A comprehensive text book by Wolters Kluwer Lippincott covering all key features that
are very helpful for the medical students.
This book seeks to work out which commitments are minimally sufficient to obtain an
ontology of the natural world that matches all of today’s well-established physical
theories. We propose an ontology of the natural world that is defined only by two
axioms: (1) There are distance relations that individuate simple objects, namely matter
points. (2) The matter points are permanent, with the distances between them
changing. Everything else comes in as a means to represent the change in the distance
relations in a manner that is both as simple and as informative as possible. The book
works this minimalist ontology out in philosophical as well as mathematical terms and
shows how one can understand classical mechanics, quantum field theory and
relativistic physics on the basis of this ontology. Along the way, we seek to achieve four
subsidiary aims: (a) to make a case for a holistic individuation of the basic objects (ontic
structural realism); (b) to work out a new version of Humeanism, dubbed SuperHumeanism, that does without natural properties; (c) to set out an ontology of quantum
physics that is an alternative to quantum state realism and that avoids any ontological
dualism of particles and fields; (d) to vindicate a relationalist ontology based on point
objects also in the domain of relativistic physics.
This book is a multi-faceted exploration and critique of the human condition as it is
presently manifested. It addresses science and philosophy, explores the underlying
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nature of reality, the state of our society and culture, the influence of the mainstream
media, the nature of free will and a number of other topics. Each of these examinations
contributes an angle to an emerging idea gestalt that challenges present mainstream
views and behaviors and offers a sane alternative. The book is organized as a series of
short and self-contained essays, most of which can be read in under one hour.
The prize-winning essays in this book address the fascinating but sometimes
uncomfortable relationship between physics and mathematics. Is mathematics merely
another natural science? Or is it the result of human creativity? Does physics simply
wear mathematics like a costume, or is math the lifeblood of physical reality? The
nineteen wide-ranging, highly imaginative and often entertaining essays are enhanced
versions of the prize-winning entries to the FQXi essay competition “Trick or Truth”,
which attracted over 200 submissions. The Foundational Questions Institute, FQXi,
catalyzes, supports, and disseminates research on questions at the foundations of
physics and cosmology, particularly new frontiers and innovative ideas integral to a
deep understanding of reality, but unlikely to be supported by conventional funding
sources.
The essays in this book look at way in which the fundaments of physics might need to
be changed in order to make progress towards a unified theory. They are based on the
prize-winning essays submitted to the FQXi essay competition “Which of Our Basic
Physical Assumptions Are Wrong?”, which drew over 270 entries. As Nobel Laureate
physicist Philip W. Anderson realized, the key to understanding nature’s reality is not
anything “magical”, but the right attitude, “the focus on asking the right questions, the
willingness to try (and to discard) unconventional answers, the sensitive ear for
phoniness, self-deception, bombast, and conventional but unproven assumptions.” The
authors of the eighteen prize-winning essays have, where necessary, adapted their
essays for the present volume so as to (a) incorporate the community feedback
generated in the online discussion of the essays, (b) add new material that has come to
light since their completion and (c) to ensure accessibility to a broad audience of
readers with a basic grounding in physics. The Foundational Questions Institute, FQXi,
catalyzes, supports, and disseminates research on questions at the foundations of
physics and cosmology, particularly new frontiers and innovative ideas integral to a
deep understanding of reality, but unlikely to be supported by conventional funding
sources.
MAHARASTRA HSC QB Malcolm Forbes said “Education's purpose is to replace an
empty mind with an open one” and this is something which is always followed by
Maharashtra State Board of Secondary & Higher Education (MSBSHSE). The aim of
the Board is not just to let learners obtain basic knowledge but to make them life-long
learners. The purpose of this book is to nurture individuality and thus enhance one's
innate potentials which help in increasing the self-study mode for students. This book
strengthens knowledge and attitude related to subject. This book is designed in such a
way that students can set their own goals and can improve their problem solving and
thinking skills. This book is strictly as per the latest Maharashtra Board Curriculum for
HSC Exams. It contains variety of questions from latest textbooks. It contains all types
of questions like VSA Questions (Very Short Answer), SA Questions (Short Answer),
MCQs (Multiple Choice Questions) and LA Questions (Long Answer). A synopsis is
given for every chapter which contains important points from that chapter. Each chapter
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has high quality figures wherever required for better, fast and clear understanding.
OSWAAL HSC Question Bank is different and better in terms of High Quality Questions
which are developed by 'OSWAAL Expert Panel'. The Question Bank is strictly based
on the latest MSBSHSE Textbooks and is arranged ‘TOPIC-WISE’ where each Topic
from every Chapter is explained in detail. Through OSWAAL Books students are taught
how to think, not what to think. We at OSWAAL Books try to use quality content,
standard language, creativity and high quality figures, which makes learning easy and
fun. This is one of the reasons that the scope of this book extends from students to
teachers. Teachers can use this book as a perfect teaching guide and students can use
this book for good learning and practice.
Do scientists see conflict between science and faith? Which cultural factors shape the
attitudes of scientists toward religion? Can scientists help show us a way to build
collaboration between scientific and religious communities, if such collaborations are
even possible? To answer these questions and more, the authors of Secularity and
Science: What Scientists Around the World Really Think About Religion completed the
most comprehensive international study of scientists' attitudes toward religion ever
undertaken, surveying more than 20,000 scientists and conducting in-depth interviews
with over 600 of them. From this wealth of data, the authors extract the real story of the
relationship between science and religion in the lives of scientists around the world. The
book makes four key claims: there are more religious scientists then we might think;
religion and science overlap in scientific work; scientists - even atheist scientists - see
spirituality in science; and finally, the idea that religion and science must conflict is
primarily an invention of the West. Throughout, the book couples nationally
representative survey data with captivating stories of individual scientists, whose
experiences highlight these important themes in the data. Secularity and Science
leaves inaccurate assumptions about science and religion behind, offering a new, more
nuanced understanding of how science and religion interact and how they can be
integrated for the common good.
This book examines the impact of devolution on Scottish and UK higher education
systems, including institutional governance, approaches to tuition fees and student
support, cross-border student flows, widening access, internationalisation and research
pol
Mary Somerville (1780-1872) would have been a remarkable woman in any age, but as
an acknowledged leading mathematician and astronomer at a time when the education
of most women was extremely restricted, her achievement was extraordinary. Laplace
famously told her that 'There have been only three women who have understood me.
These are yourself, Mrs Somerville, Caroline Herschel and a Mrs Greig of whom I know
nothing.' Mary Somerville was in fact Mrs Greig. After (as she herself said) translating
Laplace's work 'from algebra into common language', she wrote On the Connexion of
the Physical Sciences (1834). Her intention was to demonstrate the remarkable
tendency of modern scientific discoveries 'to simplify the laws of nature, and to unite
detached branches by general principles.' This and her next book, the two-volume
Physical Geography, also reissued in this series, were enormously influential both
within the scientific community and beyond.
Next Generation Science Standards identifies the science all K-12 students should
know. These new standards are based on the National Research Council's A
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Framework for K-12 Science Education. The National Research Council, the National
Science Teachers Association, the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, and Achieve have partnered to create standards through a collaborative stateled process. The standards are rich in content and practice and arranged in a coherent
manner across disciplines and grades to provide all students an internationally
benchmarked science education. The print version of Next Generation Science
Standards complements the nextgenscience.org website and: Provides an authoritative
offline reference to the standards when creating lesson plans Arranged by grade level
and by core discipline, making information quick and easy to find Printed in full color
with a lay-flat spiral binding Allows for bookmarking, highlighting, and annotating
The relationship between environmentally sustainable development and company and
business law has emerged in recent years as a matter of major concern for many
scholars, policy-makers, businesses and nongovernmental organisations. This book
offers a conceptual analysis of the principles of sustainable development and
environmental integration in the EU legal system. It particularly focuses on Article 11 of
the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), which states that EU
activities must integrate environmental protection requirements and emphasise the
promotion of sustainable development. The book gives an overview of the role played
by the environmental integration principle in EU law, both at the level of European
legislation and at the level of Member State practice. Contributors to the volume identify
and analyse the main legal issues related to the importance of Article 11 TFEU in
various policy areas of EU law affecting European businesses, such as company law,
insurance and state aid. In drawing together these strands the book sets out the
requirements of environmental integration and examines its impact on the regulation of
business in the EU. The book will be of great use and interest to students and
researchers of business law, environment law, and EU law.
The book gathers lecture notes of courses given at the 2014 summer school on
integrated biology in Les Houches, France, Session CII. It addresses an emerging field
ranging from molecules to cells and to organisms. Through examples it presents a new
way of thinking using a combination of interdisciplinary and cutting-edge methods,
bridging physics and biology beyond current biophysics. Important novel developments
are expected in the coming years that may well introduce paradigm shifts in biological
science. The school had the ambition to prepare participants to become major actors in
these breakthroughs. The power of integrated approaches is illustrated through two
cases: interactions between viruses and host cells, and flower development. The role of
forces in biology, as well as their mathematical modeling, is illustrated in both
processes: how they allow flower organs to emerge or how they control membrane
fusion during virus budding. The book also underlines the importance of conformational
changes and dynamics of proteins particularly during membrane processes. It explains
how membrane proteins can be handled and studied by molecular simulations. Finally,
the book also contains concepts in cell biology, in thermodynamics and several novel
approaches such as in-cell NMR. Altogether, the chapters show how examining a
biological system from different viewpoints based on multidisciplinary aspects often
leads to enriching controversial arguments.

In the tradition of The Anti-Gravity Handbook and the Time-Travel Handbook
comes this all-new compilation of material on anti-gravity, free energy, flying
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saucers and Tesla technology. With plenty of technical drawings and
explanations, this suppressed technology will change the world in ways we can
only dream of. Chapters on anti-gravity mercury gyros, the motionless
electromagnet generator patent, the Tesla pyramid engine, anti-gravity patents,
rare photos of the machines in flight, and tons more. The book that finally blows
the lid on suppressed technology and anti-gravity! Heavily illustrated.
This volume compiles notes from four mini courses given at the summer school
on asymptotic analysis in general relativity, held at the Institut Fourier in
Grenoble, France. It contains an up-to-date panorama of modern techniques in
the asymptotic analysis of classical and quantum fields in general relativity.
Accessible to graduate students, these notes gather results that were not
previously available in textbooks or monographs and will be of wider interest to
researchers in general relativity. The topics of these mini courses are: the
geometry of black hole spacetimes; an introduction to quantum field theory on
curved spacetimes; conformal geometry and tractor calculus; and microlocal
analysis for wave propagation.
The book Guide to RRB Junior Engineer Stage II Online Exam has 4 sections
(common to all streams): General Awareness, Physics & Chemistry, Basics of
Computers and Applications & Basics of Environment and Pollution Control. •
Each section is further divided into chapters which contains theory explaining the
concepts involved followed by MCQ exercises. • The book provides the past
2014 & 2015 Solved Questions. • The detailed solutions to all the questions are
provided at the end of each chapter.
Written by a hazardous materials consultant with over 40 years of experience in
emergency services, the five-volume Hazmatology: The Science of Hazardous
Materials suggests a new approach dealing with the most common aspects of
hazardous materials, containers, and the affected environment. It focuses on
innovations in decontamination, monitoring instruments, and personal protective
equipment in a scientific way, utilizing common sense, and takes a risk-benefit
approach to hazardous material response. This set provides the reader with a
hazardous materials "Tool Box" and a guide for learning which tools to use under
what circumstances. Dealing with hazardous materials incidents cannot be
accomplished effectively and safely without knowing the effects these materials
have. Volume Three, Applied Chemistry and Physics, is not about teaching
chemistry and physics. It is about presenting these topics at the level that
emergency responders will understand so they can apply the concepts using a
risk management system. FEATURES Uses a scientific approach utilizing
analysis of previous incidents Offers a risk-benefit approach based upon science
and history Provides understanding tools for your Hazmat Tool Box Simplifies
physical and chemical characteristics Utilizes chemistry and physics to identify
hazards to responders
The growth of cosmology into a precision science represents one of the most
remarkable stories of the past century. Much has been written chronicling this
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development, but rarely has any of it focused on the most critical element of this
work–the cosmic spacetime itself. Addressing this lacuna is the principal focus of
this book, documenting the growing body of evidence compelling us–not only to
use this famous solution to Einstein's equations in order to refine the current
paradigm, but–to probe its foundation at a much deeper level. Its excursion from
the smallest to largest possible scales insightfully reveals an emerging link
between the Universe we behold and the established tenets of our most
fundamental physical theories. Key Features: Uncovers the critical link between
the Local Flatness Theorem in general relativity and the symmetries informing
the spacetime's metric coefficients Develops a physical explanation for some of
the most unpalatable coincidences in cosmology Provides a sober assessment of
the horizon problems precluding our full understanding of the early Universe
Reveals a possible explanation for the origin of rest-mass energy in Einstein's
theory In spite of its technical layout, this book does not shy away from
introducing the principal players who have made the most enduring contributions
to this field. Anyone with a graduate level foundation in physics and astronomy
will be able to easily follow its contents.
Advances in Imaging and Electron Physics, Volume 211, merges two longrunning serials, Advances in Electronics and Electron Physics and Advances in
Optical and Electron Microscopy. The series features extended articles on the
physics of electron devices (especially semiconductor devices), particle optics at
high and low energies, microlithography, image science, digital image
processing, electromagnetic wave propagation, electron microscopy and the
computing methods used in all these domains. Contains contributions from
leading authorities on the subject matter Informs and updates on the latest
developments in the field of imaging and electron physics Provides practitioners
interested in microscopy, optics, image processing, mathematical morphology,
electromagnetic fields, electrons and ion emission with a valuable resource
Features extended articles on the physics of electron devices (especially
semiconductor devices), particle optics at high and low energies,
microlithography, image science and digital image processing
This book is intended for anyone who is interested in a real physical image and
order of the physical world surrounding us.In this book Einstein's destruction of
physics is documented. The physical reality of gravity, inertial forces, mass, time,
double-slit experiment is debunked. It shows that Quarks and Higgs bosons do
not exist and that all elementary particles, all rigid matter and all force fields in the
Universe are created from compression of ether. It show that Einstein, after 1916
became a more enthusiastic advocate of the proven existence of the ether than
supporters of the ether before 1905.The aim of this book is to return physics from
its way of metaphysics in the 20th century on the way of the physical reality in the
21st century. This second edition of this book was augmented by twenty pages
compared to its first edition. After this augmentation it appears that the
argumentation about the unacceptability of the ill-founded physical theories of the
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20th century represents a compact corpus.
The John Chappell Natural Philosophy Society (CNPS) provides an open forum
for the study, debate, and presentation of serious scientific ideas, theories,
philosophies, and experiments that are not commonly accepted in mainstream
science. The CNPS uses the term "Natural Philosophy" in its broader sense
which includes physics, cosmology, mathematics, and the philosophy of science.
Our goal is to return to the basics where things went wrong and start anew.
One common feature of new emerging technologies is the fusion of the very small (nano) scale
and the large scale engineering. The classical environment provided by single scale theories,
as for instance by the classical hydrodynamics, is not anymore satisfactory. The main
challenge is to keep the important details while still be able to keep the overall picture and
simplicity. It is the thermodynamics that addresses this challenge. Our main reason for writing
this book is to explain such general viewpoint of thermodynamics and to illustrate it on a very
wide range of examples. Contents Levels of description Hamiltonian mechanics Irreversible
evolution Reversible and irreversible evolution Multicomponent systems Contact geometry
Appendix: Mathematical aspects
The Journal on Advanced Studies in Theoretical and Experimental Physics, including Related
Themes from Mathematics
Intermediate First Year Physics Test papers Issued by Board of Intermediate Education w.e.f
2013-2014.
Hypothetical Spacecraft and Interstellar Travel collects information about the latest and
greatest hypothetical spacecraft.
In 1908, three years after Einstein first published his special theory of relativity, the
mathematician Hermann Minkowski introduced his four-dimensional “spacetime” interpretation
of the theory. Einstein initially dismissed Minkowski’s theory, remarking that “since the
mathematicians have invaded the theory of relativity I do not understand it myself anymore.”
Yet Minkowski’s theory soon found wide acceptance among physicists, including eventually
Einstein himself, whose conversion to Minkowski’s way of thinking was engendered by the
realization that he could profitably employ it for the formulation of his new theory of gravity. The
validity of Minkowski’s mathematical “merging” of space and time has rarely been questioned
by either physicists or philosophers since Einstein incorporated it into his theory of gravity.
Physicists often employ Minkowski spacetime with little regard to the whether it provides a true
account of the physical world as opposed to a useful mathematical tool in the theory of
relativity. Philosophers sometimes treat the philosophy of space and time as if it were a mere
appendix to Minkowski’s theory. In this critical study, Joseph Cosgrove subjects the concept of
spacetime to a comprehensive examination and concludes that Einstein’s initial assessment of
Minkowksi was essentially correct.
A must-have textbook for any undergraduate studying solid state physics. This successful brief
course in solid state physics is now in its second edition. The clear and concise introduction
not only describes all the basic phenomena and concepts, but also such advanced issues as
magnetism and superconductivity. Each section starts with a gentle introduction, covering
basic principles, progressing to a more advanced level in order to present a comprehensive
overview of the subject. The book is providing qualitative discussions that help undergraduates
understand concepts even if they can?t follow all the mathematical detail. The revised edition
has been carefully updated to present an up-to-date account of the essential topics and recent
developments in this exciting field of physics. The coverage now includes ground-breaking
materials with high relevance for applications in communication and energy, like graphene and
topological insulators, as well as transparent conductors. The text assumes only basic
mathematical knowledge on the part of the reader and includes more than 100 discussion
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questions and some 70 problems, with solutions free to lecturers from the Wiley-VCH website.
The author's webpage provides Online Notes on x-ray scattering, elastic constants, the
quantum Hall effect, tight binding model, atomic magnetism, and topological insulators. This
new edition includes the following updates and new features: * Expanded coverage of
mechanical properties of solids, including an improved discussion of the yield stress * Crystal
structure, mechanical properties, and band structure of graphene * The coverage of electronic
properties of metals is expanded by a section on the quantum hall effect including exercises.
New topics include the tight-binding model and an expanded discussion on Bloch waves. *
With respect to semiconductors, the discussion of solar cells has been extended and
improved. * Revised coverage of magnetism, with additional material on atomic magnetism *
More extensive treatment of finite solids and nanostructures, now including topological
insulators * Recommendations for further reading have been updated and increased. * New
exercises on Hall mobility, light penetrating metals, band structure
In the 50 years since Mandelbrot identified the fractality of coastlines, mathematicians and
physicists have developed a rich and beautiful theory describing the interplay between analytic,
geometric and probabilistic aspects of the mathematics of fractals. Using classical and abstract
analytic tools developed by Cantor, Hausdorff, and Sierpinski, they have sought to address
fundamental questions: How can we measure the size of a fractal set? How do waves and heat
travel on irregular structures? How are analysis, geometry and stochastic processes related in
the absence of Euclidean smooth structure? What new physical phenomena arise in the fractallike settings that are ubiquitous in nature?This book introduces background and recent
progress on these problems, from both established leaders in the field and early career
researchers. The book gives a broad introduction to several foundational techniques in fractal
mathematics, while also introducing some specific new and significant results of interest to
experts, such as that waves have infinite propagation speed on fractals. It contains sufficient
introductory material that it can be read by new researchers or researchers from other areas
who want to learn about fractal methods and results.
One of the world's leading physicists questions some of the most fashionable ideas in physics
today, including string theory What can fashionable ideas, blind faith, or pure fantasy possibly
have to do with the scientific quest to understand the universe? Surely, theoretical physicists
are immune to mere trends, dogmatic beliefs, or flights of fancy? In fact, acclaimed physicist
and bestselling author Roger Penrose argues that researchers working at the extreme frontiers
of physics are just as susceptible to these forces as anyone else. In this provocative book, he
argues that fashion, faith, and fantasy, while sometimes productive and even essential in
physics, may be leading today's researchers astray in three of the field's most important
areas—string theory, quantum mechanics, and cosmology. Arguing that string theory has
veered away from physical reality by positing six extra hidden dimensions, Penrose cautions
that the fashionable nature of a theory can cloud our judgment of its plausibility. In the case of
quantum mechanics, its stunning success in explaining the atomic universe has led to an
uncritical faith that it must also apply to reasonably massive objects, and Penrose responds by
suggesting possible changes in quantum theory. Turning to cosmology, he argues that most of
the current fantastical ideas about the origins of the universe cannot be true, but that an even
wilder reality may lie behind them. Finally, Penrose describes how fashion, faith, and fantasy
have ironically also shaped his own work, from twistor theory, a possible alternative to string
theory that is beginning to acquire a fashionable status, to "conformal cyclic cosmology," an
idea so fantastic that it could be called "conformal crazy cosmology." The result is an important
critique of some of the most significant developments in physics today from one of its most
eminent figures.

Recognising the role science plays at a national level and identifying a state’s
national diplomatic style can help to construct a ‘national style’ in science
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diplomacy. Different national styles affect competition between major powers and
their shared responsibil-ity for global problems.
This book reports on advanced theories and methods in three related fields of
research: applied physics, system science and computers. It is organized in three
parts, the first of which covers applied physics topics, including lasers and
accelerators; condensed matter, soft matter and materials science; nanoscience
and quantum engineering; atomic, molecular, optical and plasma physics; as well
as nuclear and high-energy particle physics. It also addresses astrophysics,
gravitation, earth and environmental science, as well as medical and biological
physics. The second and third parts focus on advances in computers and system
science, respectively, and report on automatic circuit control, power systems,
computer communication, fluid mechanics, simulation and modeling, software
engineering, data structures and applications of artificial intelligence among other
areas. Offering a collection of contributions presented at the 2nd International
Conference on Applied Physics, System Science and Computers (APSAC), held
in Dubrovnik, Croatia on September 27–29, 2017, the book bridges the gap
between applied physics and electrical engineering. It not only to presents new
methods, but also promotes collaborations between different communities
working on related topics at the interface between physics and engineering, with
a special focus on communication, data modeling and visualization, quantum
information, applied mechanics as well as bio and geophysics.
This book provides a theoretical framework and related technical skills for
investigating climate change and its public health consequences and responses
with a focus on urban settings, and in particular Hong Kong, a subtropical
metropolis in Asia. Specifically, the book examines the impact of climate change
on health in terms of mortality, hospital admissions and help-seeking, as well as
key response strategies of adaptation and mitigation. Many existing books tend
to consider the relationship of climate change and public health as two connected
issues divided into various discrete topics. Conversely, this book explicitly applies
public health concepts to study the human impact of climate change, for
example, by conceptualising climate change impact and its alleviation, mitigation
and adaptation in a public health framework. Overall, this volume summarises
what is known about climate change and health and ignites further debates in the
area, especially for urban subtropical communities from within a wider global
perspective. This book will be of great interest to students and scholars of
environmental health, public health, climate change, urban studies and Asian
studies.
The Kitchen Pantry Scientist: Physics for Kids features biographies of 25 leading
physicists, past and present, accompanied by accessible, hands-on experiments
and activities to bring the history and principles of physics alive.
In the world of physics, very little in the universe is what it first appears to be. And
science fiction has imagined some pretty wild ideas about how the universe could
work – from hidden extra dimensions in Interstellar to life as a mental projection
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in The Matrix. But these imaginings seem downright tame compared with the
mind-bending science now coming out of physics and astronomy, and in this
eBook, Physics: New Frontiers, we look at the strange and fascinating
discoveries shaping (and reshaping) the field today. In the world of astrophysics,
the weirdness begins at the moment of creation. In “The Black Hole at the
Beginning of Time,” the authors discuss theories of what might have come
before the big bang. Could our 3-D universe have sprung from the formation of a
black hole in a 4-D cosmos? The math says: maybe. Later, in “The Giant
Bubbles of the Milky Way,” the authors describe massive structures dubbed
“Fermi bubbles” at its center – structures that no one noticed until recently.
Technological innovations make much of this new science possible, as we see
again in “Neutrinos at the Ends of the Earth,” where 5,000-odd sensors frozen
deep within a cubic kilometer of ice in Antarctica aim to catch neutrinos in order
to study distant cosmic phenomena. Scientists are also dissecting molecules with
the most powerful x-ray laser in the world, as explored in “The Ultimate X-ray
Machine.” Even our most fundamental notions of what reality is are up for
debate, as examined in “Does the Multiverse Really Exist?” and the aptly named
“What Is Real?” in which the authors question whether particles are indeed
material things at all. While all of this abstraction might seem like a fun exercise
in mental gymnastics, living things must also abide by the laws of physics, which,
according to “The Limits of Intelligence,” may prevent our brains from evolving
further. Then again, as we’ve learned, things could be different than they
appear...
First published in 1922 and based on lectures delivered in May 1921, Albert
Einstein’s The Meaning of Relativity offered an overview and explanation of the
then new and controversial theory of relativity. The work would go on to become
a monumental classic, printed in numerous editions and translations worldwide.
Now, The Formative Years of Relativity introduces Einstein’s masterpiece to new
audiences. This beautiful volume contains Einstein’s insightful text, accompanied
by important historical materials and commentary looking at the origins and
development of general relativity. Hanoch Gutfreund and Jürgen Renn provide
fresh, original perspectives, placing Einstein’s achievements into a broader
context for all readers. In this book, Gutfreund and Renn tell the rich story behind
the early reception, spread, and consequences of Einstein’s ideas during the
formative years of general relativity in the late 1910s and 1920s. They show that
relativity’s meaning changed radically throughout the nascent years of its
development, and they describe in detail the transformation of Einstein’s work
from the esoteric pursuit of one individual communicating with a handful of
colleagues into the preoccupation of a growing community of physicists,
astronomers, mathematicians, and philosophers. This handsome edition quotes
extensively from Einstein’s correspondence and reproduces historical
documents such as newspaper articles and letters. Inserts are featured in the
main text giving concise explanations of basic concepts, and short biographical
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notes and photographs of some of Einstein’s contemporaries are included. The
first-ever English translations of two of Einstein’s popular Princeton lectures are
featured at the book’s end.
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